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1. Introduction

The Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2) is used to conduct cybersecurity programmatic self-evaluations. It addresses the implementation and management of programmatic cybersecurity practices associated with information technology (IT) and operations technology (OT) and the environments where these assets operate. The C2M2 is not intended to replace or subsume other cybersecurity-related activities, programs, processes, or approaches that organizations have implemented or intend to implement, including any cybersecurity activities associated with legislation, regulations, policies, programmatic initiatives, or mission and business requirements. Additionally, the C2M2 is not part of any regulatory framework and is not intended for regulatory use. Rather, the C2M2 is intended to complement a comprehensive enterprise cybersecurity program. Although it is anticipated that entities subject to compliance requirements would use this model, compliance requirements are not altered in any way by this model. Please consult your compliance authority for any questions on regulatory compliance.

Since the last major update of the C2M2 in 2014, both technology and threat actors have become more sophisticated, creating new attack vectors and introducing new risks. Also, new cybersecurity standards have been developed and existing standards have been improved. The C2M2 Version 2.0 is intended to address these challenges. The C2M2 Version 2.0 incorporates enhancements to improve alignment with internationally recognized cyber standards and best practices, including the NIST Cybersecurity Framework Version 1.1 released in April 2018. In addition to technical model improvements, the usability of the C2M2 Version 2.0 is enhanced by the introduction of user-friendly online- and PDF-based tools for performing a C2M2 self-evaluation.

Background Information on the C2M2

The C2M2 Version 2.0 is organized into 10 domains:

1. Asset, Change, and Configuration Management (ASSET)
2. Threat and Vulnerability Management (THREAT)
3. Risk Management (RISK)
4. Identity and Access Management (ACCESS)
5. Situational Awareness (SITUATION)
6. Event and Incident Response, Continuity of Operations (RESPONSE)
7. Third-Party Risk Management (THIRD-PARTIES)
8. Workforce Management (WORKFORCE)
9. Cybersecurity Architecture (ARCHITECTURE)
10. Cybersecurity Program Management (PROGRAM)

Each domain is composed of two or more objectives. The objectives are target achievements that support the domain. The objectives are made up of a set of cybersecurity practices. Each practice is a specific activity that can be performed by an organization to support its cybersecurity program. Practices indicate performance at a given maturity indicator level (MIL). This C2M2 model structure is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
The model defines three MILs (1 through 3) that indicate a progression of maturity. Practices are assigned a MIL (either MIL1, MIL2, or MIL3) that corresponds to the level of programmatic maturity associated with that practice:

- **MIL1** represents initial activities that may be performed in an informal or ad hoc manner.
- **MIL2** activities are designed to be more complete than at MIL1, with more regular and reliable performance. Often, formal documentation is required.
- **MIL3** activities are designed to be highly mature, stable, institutionalized, and well-managed. They are often guided by high-level organizational directives, such as policy.

If all the MIL1 practices are not achieved for a specific domain or an objective, the organization is assumed to be functioning at a **MIL0** for that domain or objective.

MILs are cumulative within each domain. To earn a MIL in a given domain, an organization must perform all the practices in that level and its predecessor level(s). For example, an organization must perform all the domain practices in MIL1 and MIL2 to achieve MIL2 in the domain. Similarly, the organization must perform all practices in MIL1, MIL2, and MIL3 to achieve MIL3. The MILs apply independently to each domain. As a result, an organization using the model may be operating at different MIL ratings in different domains.

The implementation of each practice is evaluated with a four-point answer scale (Figure 1.2). Fully and largely implemented scores indicate a “passing” level of performance for the activity; partially and not implemented scores indicate the practice does not achieve its corresponding MIL.
What Does This Document Cover?

The guidance provided in this publication is intended to provide step-by-step instructions for users of the C2M2 Version 2.0 online tool. It should be particularly helpful for first-time users of the C2M2 – including those using the tool to provide input for a self-evaluation and those who are using the tool’s reporting features to assess their organization’s programmatic maturity. This document includes instructions for using the tool, including:

- Finding and running the C2M2 online tool from the tool’s website (https://c2m2.doe.gov).
- Navigating through the tool’s pages to enter data (or review existing data) for C2M2 practices.
- Filling out the “Organization Information” page which records the scope of the self-evaluation, its date, and the key technical contributors performing the evaluation.
- Accessing each practice, viewing “help text”, viewing definitions of key terms, entering practice implementation scores, and recording notes to document the rationale for practice scores.
- Reviewing summary results for the practices that make up each Objective.
- Saving input data, loading previous data files, and resetting the tool.
- Generating an output report.

This document also includes instructions for viewing and downloading a report documenting the results of an assessment. It reviews the:

- Introductory text that summarizes the model’s architecture including a description of each of the domains, MILs, and implementation scoring for the practices.
- Summary results by domain, including a description of tool-generated donut diagrams and clickable features to support data analytics and data visualization.
- A summary of crosscutting management practices.
- Detailed evaluation result – including providing results for each objective in a domain.
- A detailed table containing all assessment information – including each practice statement, self-evaluation notes, and the implementation status for each practice.
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- A summary table that provides information for each practice that has an appreciable implementation gap (i.e., an implementation score of “not implemented” or “partially implemented”).

Broader Document Context and Companion Information

This document is a supplement to the larger Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2) Version 2.0 document (available at https://c2m2.doe.gov/resources/ and other locations). That document describes the C2M2’s main structure and content. It includes the following:

- Descriptions of core concepts that are important for interpreting the content and structure of the C2M2.
- Descriptions of the architecture of the C2M2.
- Guidance on how to use the model.
- Information on the domains, objectives, and practices used in the model.
2. Accessing the Online Tool and Entering Data

Accessing the Online C2M2 Tool

The online C2M2 tool is accessible at https://c2m2.doe.gov (Figure 2.1). The model was developed and extensively tested using Google Chrome and other internet browsers (e.g., Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge) are also fully supported.

![C2M2 homepage](https://c2m2.doe.gov)

Figure 2.1. The C2M2.doe.gov Homepage

Navigation through the website is facilitated using the navigation menu located at the top of the webpage (Figure 2.2).

![Navigation menu close-up](https://c2m2.doe.gov)

Figure 2.2. Close-Up of the Top-Line Navigation Menu with Added Labeling
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The navigation menu provides access to C2M2 webpages where the user can:

- ("A") learn more about the C2M2
- ("B") access the C2M2 online tool or request the C2M2 PDF tool
- ("C") obtain contact information for the C2M2 team
- ("D") access additional C2M2 tool information resources
- ("E") examine frequently asked questions
- ("F") examine the standard legal disclaimer for the C2M2
- ("G") read about how the C2M2 ensures the security and privacy of user data
- ("H") toggle the website between its standard “light mode” and an optional “dark mode.” The dark mode has the same functionality as the default “light mode,” but it employs a dark background color that some users may prefer.

To access the C2M2 model, click the “Tools” button in the navigation menu (labeled “B” in Figure 2.2). This will open a drop-down menu as shown in Figure 2.3. Click the “C2M2 Online Tool” to begin using the online tool. Clicking the “C2M2 PDF-Based Tool” will open a webpage that will provide instructions for requesting the C2M2 project office to email this PDF-based tool to you.

![Figure 2.3. Tool Drop-Down Menu](image)

After clicking the “C2M2 Online Tool” option, Figure 2.4 is displayed. Click OK to enter the tool.

![Figure 2.4. Initial Display of the C2M2 Online Tool](image)
Accessing the Online C2M2 Tool

After clicking OK, the user is now ready to start using the tool. In addition to the previously described website navigation information at the top of the webpage, Figure 2.5 shows the two main areas on the screen: the tool navigation/status-management area on the left (“A”) and the data entry area (“B”).

The left area (“A” in Figure 2.5, also called the “navigation pane”) contains buttons to save, load, or reset the assessment data. Beneath these buttons is a progress bar that displays the number of answered practice statements for the assessment and the total number of practices. The navigation menu displayed beneath the progress bar can be used to navigate to any domain or objective that the user wants to access. As the user completes sections of the assessment, the icons for domains and objectives in the navigation menu are displayed as “checked” to acknowledge their completion. This navigation menu can be used to allow the user to choose their preferred order for addressing the domains and objectives in their self-evaluation.

The right area (“B” in Figure 2.5) is for data entry. This portion of the screen information is used to enter “organization information” (i.e., information on the scope of the assessment and the people performing the assessment), display descriptions of each domain, enter practice implementation scores, enter practice notes, and display messages to the user.

The Navigation Pane

Figure 2.6 provides a close-up display of the navigation pane.

The “Save” button is labeled as “A.” It allows the user to download their current assessment data to their computer. The data is saved to a file using a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. JSON is a
standard data interchange format that is primarily used for transmitting data between a web application and a server.

The “Load” button is labeled as “B.” It allows the user to load a saved assessment by dragging a saved JSON format data file and dropping it in the load window.

The “Reset” button is labeled as “C.” Clicking it gives the user the option to clear the answered practice statements and start with a clean (i.e., blank) assessment.

The Save, Load, and Reset functions are described in more detail in Section 3.

Clicking the “Go to next unanswered practice statement” button (labeled as “D”) will navigate the assessment to the next unanswered practice. This is quite useful when working with a partially completed assessment and there is a need to quickly jump to unanswered practices.

Clicking the circle to the left of a domain name (examples are labeled as “E” and “G”), takes the user to the corresponding domain. Domains for which all the practices are assessed are denoted with a checkmark (as shown by “E”). A bolded circle indicates the current domain (as shown by “G”). If a circle is unchecked (as shown by “G”), practices in the domain are not yet fully assessed.

Below the domain names are smaller circle icons. These represent each of the objectives in the domain. Clicking a circle icon takes the user to that objective. A checkmark in an objective circle icon indicates all the practices in the objective are scored (as shown by “F”). A slightly bolded circle indicates the current objective being assessed (as shown by “H”).

A slider bar on the right side of the left navigation pane allows the user to move the display up and down within the pane. Below the last of the domains is a circle for “Results.” Clicking “Results” takes the user to a screen from which they can automatically generate an assessment report. In this version of the tool, results cannot be displayed until all the C2M2 practices are scored.

Entering Data

Figure 2.7 presents the introductory screen for the assessment. The user should use this screen to enter details on the scope of the organization’s C2M2 self-evaluation. The scope may be quite broad or narrowly focused. For example, it may focus on the overall organization, a department or function (e.g., the information technology group, power transmission, hydroelectric power generation, substation operation), a specific facility or group of facilities (e.g., the Alpha Power Generation Station, the Beta Energy Control Center), or a region of concern (e.g., Gamma Power Company’s Northern State region).
A field is provided to specify the date or date range of the self-evaluation. This information is particularly useful if the self-evaluation is periodically repeated to monitor progress toward cybersecurity maturity goals. Finally, a field is provided to enter additional descriptive information about the evaluation. We recommend including the name and contact information for the self-evaluations facilitator and the names of the subject matter experts who provide input for the model domain.

After completing this “Organization Information” form, clicking “Continue to Assessment” will navigate to the first domain. The resulting screen (Figure 2.8) displays the title of the first domain and its purpose. Click the “Begin” button (as shown by “A”) to start the assessment of this domain. Before doing that, an option is provided to “read more about…” this domain (as shown by “B”).

Figure 2.7. The “Organization Information” Screen

Figure 2.8. The Initial Display of the First Domain
If this option is clicked, Figure 2.9 is displayed. It provides more descriptive information about the domain and lists each of the domain’s objectives.
Note the text shown on this page (Figure 2.9), and throughout the tool, displays some words or phrases in a light blue font. Mousing over these words provides a pop-up definition (Figure 2.10).

**Figure 2.10.** Pop-up Definition of Glossary Terms from within the Tool
Clicking on a word in blue font opens a new tab in the browser that displays the C2M2 glossary. The glossary will be opened to the page where the clicked term is defined (as done for the word “practice” in Figure 2.11).

**Process**
A series of discrete activities or tasks that contribute to the fulfillment of a task or mission.

**Predefined States of Operation**
Distinct operating modes (which typically include specific IT and OT configurations as well as alternate or modified procedures) that have been designed and implemented for the function and can be invoked by a manual or automated process in response to an event, a changing risk environment, or other sensory and awareness data to provide greater safety, resiliency, reliability, and/or cybersecurity. For example, a shift from the normal state of operation to a high-security operating mode may be invoked in response to a declared cybersecurity incident of sufficient severity. The high-security operating state may trade off efficiency and ease of use in favor of increased security by blocking remote access and requiring a higher level of authentication and authorization for certain commands until a return to the normal state of operation is deemed safe.

**Periodic Review**
A review or activity that occurs at specified, regular time intervals, where the organization-defined frequency is commensurate with risks to organizational objectives and critical infrastructure.

**Procedure**
In this model, procedure is synonymous with process.

**Plan**
A detailed formulation of a program of action.

**Practice**
An activity described in the model that can be performed by an organization to support a domain objective. The purpose of these activities is to achieve and sustain an appropriate level of cybersecurity for the function, commensurate with the risk to critical infrastructure and organizational objectives.

**Figure 2.11. The C2M2 Glossary**

After clicking “Begin” from Figure 2.9 or Figure 2.10, Figure 2.12 is displayed. It opens the first objective (i.e., “Manage IT and OT Asset Inventory”) in the current domain (“Asset, Change, and Configuration Management” or “ASSET” for short). Nine practices are in this domain and as indicated by the blank white circles, none has an assigned implementation score. Clicking “Begin Section” or clicking any of the
blank circles in Figure 2.12 starts the assessment and opens Figure 2.13. If “Begin Section” is clicked the first practice in the indicated objective will be displayed.

![Figure 2.12. Preparing to Begin the Assessment of the Displayed Objective](image)

There is a lot going on in Figure 2.13. Figure 2.14 presents an example of a completed version of this practice evaluation page. In Figure 2.14, we see the results for the last practice in this objective, “ASSET-
1i” (labeled “A”). Beneath the practice identifier is the text of the practice (labeled “B”). If additional information is needed to understand the practice, click the Help icon (labeled “C”), and Help Text will be displayed on the screen (see Figure 2.15).

After reading and gaining an understanding of the practice, click one of the four implementation level choices available (labeled “D”) -- Not, Partially, Largely, and Fully implemented are the four options. The options are color-coded and have different shapes. Notes can be entered in the note field (labeled “E”) to document the rationale for the implementation score, identify activities that could be implemented in the future to increase the implementation score, record differences in opinion among the subject matter experts evaluating this practice, or add other information that may be helpful in the future. Notes can be typed directly into the tool in the note field or text can be copied and pasted into the note field from other files (e.g., a Word file).

A quick summary of the scores assigned to other practices in this Objective is provided using the horizontal string of color-coded circles (labeled “F”) located below the Objective name.

To move to the next practice in the objective, click the “Continue” button (labeled “G”). At any time, other practices in the objective can be visited (or re-visited) by using the “Back” and “Continue” buttons or by directly clicking one of the color-coded circles (labeled “F”) below the Objective name.

![Figure 2.14. Scoring and Documenting a Practice Statement](image_url)

After completing an evaluation of each of the practices for the current Objective, a summary of the completed practices and their scores is displayed in Figure 2.16. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click “Continue to the Next Section” to continue.
Figure 2.15. An Example Help Text Display

Figure 2.16. Summary Scores for the Current Objective
When each objective is completed (i.e., all the practices in the objective have been assigned implementation scores), a checkmark appears in the corresponding objective circle icon in the left navigation pane (as shown by label “A” in Figure 2.17). When all the objectives in a domain are completed (and all have checkmarks), a checkmark appears in the domain circle in the left navigation pane (as shown by label “B”).

When all the practices in all the domains have been scored, the evaluation is complete. The “Assessment Complete” screen will be displayed (Figure 2.18). The User can also click “Results” at the bottom of the left navigation window to display the “Assessment Complete” screen.

From the Assessment Complete screen, click “View Report” to generate an automated evaluation report. There may be a short delay (e.g., 30 seconds or less) while the report is being generated by the user’s computer. A green spinning wheel (Figure 2.19) provides an indicator that the report is being generated. When completed, the report will be displayed on the right-side window of the tool.
Figure 2.18. Completed Assessment

Figure 2.19. The Green Spinner Displayed While the Report is Being Generated
3. Saving, Loading, and Resetting Data

Before turning our attention to the output report, we will review the process for saving, loading, and resetting assessment data. As shown in Figure 3.1, near the top of the left navigation pane are icons for “Save” (labeled “A”), “Load” (labeled “B”), and “Reset” (labeled “C”). The save function saves user input locally on their computer in a JSON file (no user data is ever shared with or stored on the server). The load function reads and loads data from a previously saved model JSON file (either created by the online- or PDF-based C2M2 tools). The Reset function erases the current assessment data and allows the user to start over from scratch with a new evaluation (previously saved files are not affected by the Reset function).

![Figure 3.1. The Save, Load, and Reset Icons](image)

**Saving Data**

When the “Save” icon is clicked, a pop-up window (Figure 3.2) directs the user to save their C2M2 input file to their computer. Options are provided to save the file either by downloading it as JSON file format or copying the data to a text file. Saving to a JSON is the preferred and standard approach for saving data files. Once downloaded, the date and time labeled JSON file can be renamed to aid in future identification.
Loading Data

Figure 3.3 illustrates the pop-up window for the C2M2 “load” function. After clicking “Load”, a pop-up window will appear with two options for loading data into the tool. A C2M2 JSON file containing previously saved data can be loaded into the tool. Alternatively, data saved to text using the Save feature can be pasted into the From Text field. Loading data using these options allows the modification or addition of information for a previously started evaluation. Loading a JSON is the preferred and standard approach for loading data into the tool.
Resetting Data

Figure 3.4 illustrates the pop-up window for the C2M2 “reset” function. After clicking “Reset”, a pop-up window will appear that asks the user to confirm they want to reset their data and warns that the reset will delete all existing data currently active (i.e., displayed) in the tool. Click “yes” to confirm the decision to reset the data. Click “No” to return to the model with the current data retained.

![Confirm Reset Pop-Up Window](image)

Figure 3.4. The “Confirm Reset” Pop-Up Window
4. Interpreting the Report


After the Self-Evaluation Report is generated, it is displayed on the screen. The initial display is similar to what is shown in Figure 4.1. In the left navigation pane, the option is provided to return to the assessment (labeled “A”) to view or modify the evaluation – including changing scoring or adding additional notes. The report, which is displayed on the screen can also be downloaded as a PDF file by clicking “Download PDF” (labeled “B”). In the Contents section of the navigation pane, the sections and subsections of the report are listed (labeled “C”) and each of these headings is clickable to facilitate the rapid navigation of the report. In the main section to the right of the navigation pane, the report is displayed. The initial display (labeled “D”) shows the report cover and the Notification section (which provides a standard disclaimer).

Figure 4.1. The Top of C2M2 Self-Evaluation Report
The key sections of the C2M2 Self-Evaluation Report that follow the cover and notification are:

1. **Introduction**
2. **Model Architecture**
   - 2.1 Domains
   - 2.2 Maturity Indicator Levels
   - 2.3 Evaluation Scoring Process
3. **Summary of Results by Domain**
   - 3.1 Current Summary of Results by Domain
   - 3.2 Summary of Management Activities Results
4. **Detailed Evaluation Results**
   - 4.1 Asset, Change, and Configuration Management (ASSET)
   - 4.2 Threat and Vulnerability Management (THREAT)
   - 4.3 Risk Management (RISK)
   - 4.4 Identity and Access Management (ACCESS)
   - 4.5 Situational Awareness (SITUATION)
   - 4.6 Event and Incident Response, Continuity of Operations (RESPONSE)
   - 4.7 Third-Party Risk Management (THIRD-PARTIES)
   - 4.8 Workforce Management (WORKFORCE)
   - 4.9 Cybersecurity Architecture (ARCHITECTURE)
   - 4.10 Cybersecurity Program Management (PROGRAM)
5. **Using the Evaluation Results**
   - 5.1 Self Evaluation Notes
   - 5.2 Summary of Identified Gaps

Figure 4.2 displays the four levels of practice implementation scores used throughout the online tool and in all reporting products. “Fully implemented” is represented as a dark-blue color, “largely implemented” is light blue, “partially implemented” is yellow and “not implemented” is orange.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Scale</th>
<th>Implementation Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fully Implemented</strong></td>
<td>Complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Largely Implemented</strong></td>
<td>Complete, but with a recognized opportunity for improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Partially Implemented</strong></td>
<td>Incomplete, but there are multiple opportunities for improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not Implemented</strong></td>
<td>Absent, the practice is not performed by the organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.2.** Practice Implementation Scale (from Section 2.3 of the output report)

**Introduction and Model Architecture— Report Sections 1 and 2**

In the report, Section 1: “Introduction” presents the scope of the assessment, the self-evaluation dates, and additional notes – all information entered by the C2M2 facilitator in the “Organization Information” section of the tool. Section 2: “Model Architecture” describes the Domain – Objective – Practice structure of the model. It provides the purpose and description of each domain and lists the objectives.
within each domain. It also presents the rules for applying the maturity indicator levels (MILs). Finally, guidance is provided on how to interpret practice implementation scoring and how to achieve various maturity levels. These sections are particularly useful for decision-makers and subject matter experts who are reviewing the C2M2 Self-Evaluation Report and lack familiarity with the model and its structure.

Summary of Results by Domain – Report Section 3

Section 3 of the report displays the summary of MIL scores for each of the C2M2 domains. Figure 4.3 summarizes the MIL scores by domain using the traditional C2M2 “donut diagrams.” Each of the 10 domains is represented by a column presenting three donut diagrams that represent the scores for the practices. Below the donut diagrams is the overall MIL score achieved for that domain. In the example presented in Figure 4.3, the ASSET, THREAT, and THIRD-PARTY domains achieve MIL3 because all the practices at MIL1, 2, and 3 are largely or fully implemented. On the other end of the spectrum, the ACCESS domain does not even achieve MIL1 because it has some partially and not implemented MIL1 practices.

Error! Reference source not found. provides a close-up view of the three donut diagrams and the MIL score of a sample domain. To interpret these results, start with the donut diagram for MIL1 (the bottom-most donut diagram). It shows that for this domain there are five practices that evaluate MIL1 performance, as indicated by the number “5” in the middle of the donut (i.e., within the donut hole). One of these practices is scored at the “fully implemented” level (the dark-blue segment of the donut) and four practices are “largely implemented” (the light-blue segment of the donut). There are no “partially implemented” nor “not implemented” MIL1 practices for this domain.

At the next level up, for MIL2, the number “17” in the middle of the donut indicates there are 17 practices at MIL1 and MIL2 that must be scored as fully or largely implemented for MIL 2 to be achieved. This consists of the five practices from MIL1 and 12 additional practices for MIL2. Considered together, there are four practices that are fully implemented and 13 that are largely implemented. There are no “partially implemented” nor “not implemented” MIL1 or MIL2 practices for this domain.

![Figure 4.3. Sample Summary Donut Diagram Presenting MIL Score by Domain](image-url)
To achieve MIL 3, there are 36 practices at MIL1, 2, and 3 that must be scored as fully or largely implemented. In total, there are nine practices that are fully implemented, 21 practices are largely implemented, four practices that are partially implemented (indicated by the yellow segment in the donut diagram), and two practices that are not implemented (indicated by the orange segment in the donut diagram).

A net MIL score of “2” is achieved for the ASSET domain because it represents the highest MIL level achieved (because all the associated MIL1 and MIL2 practices are fully or largely implemented achieved).

The individual donut diagrams in Figure 4.3 can be interrogated to provide more detailed data analytics. Simply click any slice of any donut diagram and a data analytics product will appear in a pop-up window shown in Figure 4.5.

In Figure 4.5, the visualization details are presented for the entire Asset, Change, and Configuration Management (ASSET) domain. Label “A” points to the drop-down menu used to select this domain. Label “B” points to the drop-down menu used to select which of the Domain’s Objectives are included in this data visualization (in this case, “any” refers to including all the objectives in this domain). Label “C” points to the drop-down menu used to select the inclusion of practices capturing all three MILs (i.e., MIL 1–3). The tool allows this product to display the results for practices at each MIL, for all MILs combined, or for both MIL1 and 2 practices combined.
In Figure 4.5, the user has clicked on the largely implemented sector in the donut diagram. As a result, all the largely implemented practices for this domain are displayed in the text window (labeled “E”). The drop-down menu above this text window (labeled “F”) can also be used to display the text of the practices for all implementation scores or any specific implementation score.

Figure 4.6 displays a summary of the implementation scores for the Management Activities Objective that is found in each domain (it is the only Objective that is common across all ten domains). It is provided because it may be instructive to see how the level of implementation of the six practices in this Objective varies across all the domains. The left column in Figure 4.6 presents the text for each of the six management practices, and the right side of the figure shows the implementation level for the practices in each of the 10 domains. In this example, all the management practices are fully or largely implemented in three domains: THREAT, RISK, and THIRD-PARTIES. In contrast, lower implementation scores are experienced in the ACCESS domain, where four of the six practices are either not or partially implemented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice Description</th>
<th>ASSET</th>
<th>THREAT</th>
<th>RISK</th>
<th>ACCESS</th>
<th>SITUATION</th>
<th>RESPONSE</th>
<th>THIRD-PARTIES</th>
<th>WORKFORCE</th>
<th>ARCHITECTURE</th>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Documented procedures are established, followed, and maintained for activities in the domain</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate resources (people, funding, and tools) are provided to support activities in the domain</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up-to-date policies or other organizational directives define requirements for activities in the domain</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel performing activities in the domain have the skills and knowledge needed to perform their assigned responsibilities</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>LI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility, accountability, and authority for the performance of activities in the domain are assigned to personnel</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>NI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The effectiveness of activities in the domain is evaluated and tracked</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>FI</td>
<td>NI</td>
<td>LI</td>
<td>PI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.6. Summary of Management Activities Results Table**

**Detailed Evaluation Results – Report Section 4**

The C2M2 Self-Evaluation Report continues by presenting “detailed evaluation results” for each of the 10 domains. The donut diagrams described in the previous section are presented again, but this time focusing on the individual Domains in the C2M2, with results presented for each Objective within the domain (Figure 4.7).
Also presented in this section of the report is a figure (a sample is provided in Error! Reference source not found.) that displays the implementation scores for each of the practices in the domain.

![Figure 4.7. Detailed Evaluation Donut Diagrams for the ASSET Domain](image1)

![Figure 4.8. Detailed Evaluation Practice Statement Summary for ASSET Domain](image2)

After presenting this information, a lengthy table is provided (Figure 4.9 is a partial sample) that presents more detailed information about the practices. Each practice is listed in order for each Objective in the Domain. Along with the text of the practice, this table indicates the maturity level that the practice is designed to evaluate. In the right-most column in the table, the assigned implementation score for each practice is indicated. This table presents a concise presentation of key data entered into the C2M2 assessment tool.
Using the Evaluation Results – Report Section 5

Section 5.1 in the report begins by providing information on how to use the self-evaluation results (a four-step process is recommended). Section 5.2 presents a table with detailed information for each practice. Each row in the table presents the practice ID, the corresponding maturity level the practice evaluates, the implementation score, the practice statement, and the self-evaluation note for the practice. Figure 4.10 displays a sample row from this table.

**Figure 4.9.** Presentation of the MIL, Text, and Implementation Score Level, and MIL for Each Practice

**Figure 4.10.** Sample Row from the Table Presenting the Self-Evaluation Notes
Section 5.2 also presents a table with a focused summary of all the partially implemented and not implemented practices identified in the self-evaluation. This table provides a quick overview of the practices in each domain that need improvement to reach the next maturity level. The user notes regarding the practice statement are also displayed in the last column of the table. Figure 4.11 presents a sample excerpt from this table.

![Table Excerpt](image)

**Figure 4.11.** Excerpt from a Sample Table Summarizing Identified Gaps Using Model Results
5. Conclusions

The guidance provided in this publication provides step-by-step instructions for using the C2M2 Version 2.0 online tool. This includes instructions for navigating to the C2M2 online tool from the tool’s website, navigating through the tool’s pages, entering and reviewing maturity modeling information, saving input data and loading previous data files, generating a C2M2 output report, and reviewing the report.

Additional information on C2M2 Version 2.0, including a comprehensive Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2) document, is available at https://c2m2.doe.gov/resources. The Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (C2M2) document describes the C2M2’s main structure and content. It includes descriptions of core concepts pertaining to the content and structure of the C2M2; reviews the architecture of the C2M2; and provides a detailed presentation of the model domains, objectives, and practices.